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  Ultraman, Vol. 1 Eiichi Shimizu,Tomohiro
Shimoguchi,2015-08-18 Shinjiro is an ordinary
teenager, but his father is the legendary Shin
Hayata. When he learns that his father passed on
the “Ultraman Factor” to him and that he possesses
incredible powers, nothing will ever be the same
again. -- VIZ Media
  Ultraman Eiichi Shimizu,Tomohiro
Shimoguchi,2015-10
  Ultraman, Vol. 8 Eiichi Shimizu,Tomohiro
Shimoguchi,2017-05-16 Fighting to protect his
childhood friend Yuko from the shadowy group that
sent the Ace Killer Squad after him, Seiji Hokuto
has his work cut out for him. Shinjiro, Jack and
the alien Red also join the fight. But the members
of the Ace Killer Squad are more ruthless than any
enemy Shinjiro has ever faced. Taking down these
villains is going to take some help from an older
and very upset Ultraman! -- VIZ Media
  Ultraman Kyle Higgins,Matthew Groom,2021-03-10
Collects The Rise of Ultraman (2020) #1-5.
Ultraman rises at Marvel! In the darkness there
lurk Kaiju — terrifying and unfathomable monsters.
Between them and the rest of us stands the United
Science Patrol! But who are these enigmatic
defenders, and how do they perform their miracles?
Shin Hayata and Kiki Fuji have spent half a
lifetime trying to find out — and now their quest
drives them toward a decades-old dark secret and a
collision course with a mysterious warrior from
beyond the stars! Kyle Higgins (Mighty Morphin
Power Rangers), Mat Groom (Self/Made) and
Francesco Manna (AVENGERS) reimagine the classic
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origin of a pop culture icon! The histories of two
worlds, the experiences of two lives and the
destinies of two heroes must reconcile as Ultra
and Man struggle to become one — and if they
don’t, neither will survive!
  Ultraman, Vol. 10 Eiichi Shimizu,Tomohiro
Shimoguchi,2018-05-15 As the Star of Darkness
prepares to launch its all-out assault on New York
City, the SSSP begins to assemble its forces to
oppose them. Shinjiro and Dan head for the Big
Apple unsure if they can stop the coming storm,
but unlooked-for allies may help them turn the
tide. The battle to decide the fate of the Earth
begins here... -- VIZ Media
  Ultraman, Vol. 6 Eiichi Shimizu,Tomohiro
Shimoguchi,2016-11-15 Who is Hokuto, really, and
why has he shown up in the middle of a battle
wearing an unsanctioned and unidentified Ultraman
suit? His appearance is just another mystery on
Shinjiro’s list of unanswered questions. The
machinations of shadowy enemies are emerging, and
Shinjiro finds himself even more shocked as events
unfold. -- VIZ Media
  Ultraman, Vol. 12 Eiichi Shimizu,Tomohiro
Shimoguchi,2019-06-18 The battle against the Star
of Darkness in New York City ends in a blinding
flash of Spacium rays. While things return to
normal for the SSSP, in the aftermath, Adad
betrays the Star Cluster Council and flees to Hong
Kong. Now, two assassins known as the Leo Brothers
have been sent to hunt him down. In this battle of
unleashed beasts, there is only victory or
death... -- VIZ Media
  Ultraman, Vol. 3 Eiichi Shimizu,Tomohiro
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Shimoguchi,2016-02-16 The enigmatic Moroboshi
takes Shinjiro, who is still having doubts about
fighting as Ultraman, through a strange gate to a
secret alien city. There he meets a new informant
and cannot avoid getting mixed up in a feud beyond
his control. Meanwhile on Earth, the police and
the Science Patrol go deeper into a sinister
investigation when a new victim of a mysterious
serial killer turns up. -- VIZ Media
  Ultraman, Vol. 13 Eiichi Shimizu,Tomohiro
Shimoguchi,2020-04-21 In Hong Kong, the battle of
the SSSP versus the Star Cluster Council continues
with Shinjiro and Red joining Moroboshi and Adad
to face off against the Leo brothers. The Star
Cluster Council now seems to view the Ultra race
and their enormous powers as a potential threat to
the universe. But is this the true belief of the
council or just a smoke screen for another, darker
agenda? -- VIZ Media
  Ultraman Kyle Higgins,2023-12-13 Collects
Ultraman: The Mystery of Ultraseven (2022) #1-5.
Ultraman is gone! Giant kaiju roam. A sinister
conspiracy consolidates power. And there's nobody
left to stop it! How did the situation go so
wrong? And how can the United Science Patrol claw
their way back from the brink? The answers lie in
the appearance of an enigmatic new Ultra and a
secret that has remained hidden for decades. From
distant stars to lost dimensions, untangling this
twisted web will require Shin Hayata to go farther
and fight harder than ever before! But he's
powerless and trapped in the lion's den. With the
walls closing in, all hope rests on unraveling a
decades-long mystery! How is it related to a
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galactic conspiracy? How can Dan Moroboshi still
be alive? And why is Ultraseven menacing Japan?
  Ultraman, Vol. 11 Eiichi Shimizu,Tomohiro
Shimoguchi,2019-01-15 Shinjiro, Moroboshi, Hokuto,
Jack, Taro, and even Shin Hayata—the first
Ultraman—have all come together in New York City
for the ultimate showdown with the forces of the
Star of Darkness! Can Moroboshi’s brother be
saved? Will the idol Rena Sayama make it through
this all-out battle? And what is the Star of
Darkness’s ultimate plan? The winners will know
the answers... -- VIZ Media
  Ultraman, Vol. 15 Eiichi Shimizu,Tomohiro
Shimoguchi,2021-04-20 Taro vows to fight the Star
Cluster Council, believing that it has other plans
for Earth besides its destruction and invasion.
But the wild and mysterious Valky, maneuvering
secretly within the Star Cluster Council, plays
havoc with Taro’s mind. The machinations of the
council rev up, and the outcome of their power
play will determine Earth’s fate! -- VIZ Media
  Ultraman, Vol. 4 Eiichi Shimizu,Tomohiro
Shimoguchi,2016-05-17 Earth’s alien enemies are
brutal and unforgiving, but Shinjiro is having a
tough time coming to terms with the way Dan
Moroboshi kills them without hesitation. Perhaps
just as disturbing is the new Ultraman suit
Moroboshi is wearing. While Shinjiro deals with
this, a secret plan to awaken Shinjiro’s Ultraman
Factor is set in motion, and singer Rena Sayama’s
life is in danger... -- VIZ Media
  Ultraman Vol. 2 Kyle Higgins,2021-11-17 Collects
The Trials Of Ultraman (2021) #1-5. Now come the
consequences! Ultraman narrowly averted a
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catastrophe decades in the making. The world was
saved — but also forever changed. Much of the
populace regard their defenders with suspicion.
Enemies hide in plain sight, and even those
closest to Shin Hayata don’t necessarily have
faith in the Giant of Light. But at last, a long-
thought-lost comrade has returned! That’s a good
thing…right? Unfortunately, the forces aligned
against the USP and Ultraman are far more
widespread — and more organized — than our heroes
ever suspected. If they’re going to survive,
they’ll need a new ally of their own — and the man
they’re thinking of just so happens to be one of
the most powerful and influential people in the
world. But what is his history with the USP, and
why does he seem to have his own hidden agenda?
  Ultraman, Vol. 16 Eiichi Shimizu,Tomohiro
Shimoguchi,2022-01-18 The stunning revelation that
Edo is the supreme chancellor of the Star Cluster
Council stops the scheming Mephisto in his tracks,
and he doesn’t hesitate to save his own skin. Now
that the real Ultramen have shown up, Mephisto’s
Ultramen imposters who are wrecking the city are
about to get a hard lesson in why you don’t mess
with the defenders of Earth! -- VIZ Media
  Ultraman, Vol. 5 Eiichi Shimizu,Tomohiro
Shimoguchi,2016-08-16 Pop idol Rena Sayama takes
center stage as her concert kicks off, but the
alien Adad arrives and announces his intent to
kill her along with everyone in the audience!
Shinjiro and Moroboshi aren’t about to let that
happen, and the crowd is stunned at the appearance
of not one but two figures in Ultraman suits. Then
Bemular drops in... -- VIZ Media
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  Ultraman, Vol. 14 Eiichi Shimizu,Tomohiro
Shimoguchi,2020-10-20 After all that has come to
light, Shinjiro now struggles with one question—is
Ultraman good or evil? While he ponders this, Rena
also comes to him with another revelation.
Meanwhile, an alien hunting party has arrived on
Earth bent on killing humans for sport. The police
and the SSSP, along with another mysterious
organization, begin to investigate... -- VIZ Media
  Ultraman, Vol. 17 Eiichi Shimizu,Tomohiro
Shimoguchi,2022-08-16 Rena Sayama’s world has been
turned upside down by the discovery that the man
she believed to be her father actually isn’t. Even
more stunning is the revelation that she too has
the power to wear the Ultraman suit! Meanwhile, a
secret group within the Star Cluster Council
arrives on Earth with a sinister mission—the
complete eradication of the Ultramen! -- VIZ Media
  Ultraman, Vol. 14 Eiichi Shimizu,2020-10-20 It’s
time for a new generation of Ultraman! Decades
ago, a being known as the Giant of Light joined
together with Shin Hayata of the Science Special
Search Party to save Earth from an invasion of
terrifying monsters called Kaiju. Now, many years
later, those dark days are fading into memory, and
the world is at peace. But in the shadows a new
threat is growing, a danger that can only be faced
by a new kind of hero—a new kind of Ultraman…
After all that has come to light, Shinjiro now
struggles with one question—is Ultraman good or
evil? While he ponders this, Rena also comes to
him with another revelation. Meanwhile, an alien
hunting party has arrived on Earth bent on killing
humans for sport. The police and the SSSP begin to
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investigate, along with another mysterious
organization…
  Ultraman, Vol. 9 Eiichi Shimizu,Tomohiro
Shimoguchi,2017-10-17 The number of incidents
involving the shadowy cabal known as the Star of
Darkness is on the rise. In New York City, the
organization floods the streets with a dangerous
drug that changes people into violent superhuman
criminals! But one victim, a Japanese photographer
named Kotaro Higashi, decides to fight back—a
choice that may just lead him to join forces
with... -- VIZ Media
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